1. **PATTERNS**
   Jumpsuit pattern must be adjusted personally to each student’s measured girth, chest, waist, seat, inseam, back waist length and sleeve length for custom fit. Due to varied body measurements within a group, standard chart sizes are not acceptable.

2. **SEAMS**
   All seams are to be 3/8” wide and serged with 4-thread serger using 100% polyester thread. Any seams, which incorporate a layer of sequin fabric, must be sandwich bound with matching 50/50 Polyester/Cotton blend Broadcloth bias binding for added strength and wearer’s comfort. No exposed edge of sequin fabric is allowed on the inside.

3. **ZIPPER**
   The Polyester-coil back zipper must be a closed bottom style, Talon or equal quality, with the zipper tape and teeth in coordinating colors.

4. **PANT**
   The palazzo pant portion is to be joined to the bodice with a dropped “V” seam in the front. The leg bottoms are to be serged, turned up 1/2” and stitched down.

5. **NECK**
   The lycra mock turtleneck is 1 3/8” high and must be self-lined with both plies reinforced w/pellon.

6. **SEQUIN DESIGNS**
   Sequin designs on the garment must be fitted to each size. The sequins must be sewn onto it’s background fabric (glued-on sequins not acceptable). The design will be secured on the edges with a single row of zigzag stitching when edged with two-row or wider matching or contracting color sequin trim and this trim must be stitched down on each side. If narrower sequin edge trim is used, the sequin fabric design must be secured with two rows of zigzag stitching.